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Doctors accessing mental health services: An exploratory study
Thank you for the reviewers' helpful comments and the opportunity to revise and resubmit our paper. We have listed the recommendations below and our responses and accounts of how we have revised the paper to incorporate the recommendations. To clarify which is which we have put inverted commas around the cited reviewers' comments.
"1) The research question is quite precisely described in the abstract but should be repeated with the same accuracy at the end of the introduction where it is blurred."
We have amended the introduction accordingly.
"2) The methods and statistics used, and the outcome achieved, all build on Grounded Theory. Was this the original Glaser & Strauss (1967) approach, which is clearly more inductive, or the modified approach of Strauss & Corbin (1998) with a somewhat different coding? The latter could be suspected here, since a semi-structured interview was used with possible guiding of the responses and verification of themes."
We have used both the original Glaser and Strauss (1967) and the modified approach and have acknowledged this.
"The checklist referred to in line 44 on Page 5 should be given as an appendix."
We considered adding an appendix but there is considerable detail re the interview process in the text. The checklist was tentative and emerging. We have specified this in the text and listed the issues relevant to this paper. The approach we have taken in the introduction has been to clarify the importance of the study rather than to review the literature. We have expanded the coverage of the literature and referenced additional relevant papers both in the introduction and the discussion.
"4) The conclusion should include the main findings and not only suggestions for further research."
The conclusion has been amended to present the results tentatively along with the need for further research.
"5) The discussion ought to start with the main findings and relate these to other relevant research, for instance on illness behaviour and help-seeking among doctors."
We have started the discussion with the summary of main findings and included more discussion of our findings in relationship to other relevant research.
"The Strengths and limitations part should be put backwards, before the conclusion."
We were not clear exactly what was meant the discussion with address the strengths and limitations of the study early in the discussion. This is not an uncommon practice in the literature and we feel it is particularly appropriate for this paper given the importance of the ground it breaks, but the significant limitations which relate to the challenges in studying this area.
"One of authors has patient experience herself; how can this have influenced the report? (could be both a strength and a limitation...)"
Many aspects of the researchers could influence this study, as is so for any study. This is the reason we included information about the researchers in the introduction in order to be as explicit as possible as to what the major factors influencing the study might be. We have addressed this more specifically in the strengths and limitations section.
psychiatric treatment? How may this have influenced the study?"
We would not describe ourselves as 'closely knit' to the group of participants. Only one of the doctor patients was well known to both researchers. Four others were well known to one of the researchers but not to the other. Four were not personally known to either researcher and three had had contact with one or both of the researchers in a professional colleague context but were not well known. Neither would we describe the doctor patients as a network. Snowball sampling was used and two of the doctor patients were recruited by knowing someone else in the study but most of the doctor patients did not know each other.
However, there was an issue of personal knowing of participants and we have clarified and addressed it in the strengths and limitations section.
